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Abstract: Transition metal ions such as Mn2+, Fe2+, or Co2+ provide an 
interesting alternative to rare earth dopants in optically active glasses. In 
terms of their magneto-optical properties, they are not yet very well 
exploited. Here, we report on the effect of Mn2+ on Faraday rotation in a 
metaphosphate glass matrix along the join MnxSr1-x(PO3)2 with x = 0...1. 
Mn2+ shows small optical extinction in the visible spectral range and, 
compared to other transition metal ions, a high effective magnetic moment. 
At high Mn- levels, however, the magneto-optical activity of Mn2+ is 
strongly quenched due to ionic clustering. The magnetic properties of the 
heavily Mn2+-loaded phosphate matrix are dominated by a superexchange 
interaction in the Mn2+-O-Mn2+ bridge with antiparallel spin alignment 
between Mn2+ and O2- species. The apparent paramagnetic potential of Mn2+ 
species can therefore not be exploited at room temperature. 
© 2013 Optical Society of America 
OCIS codes: (160.2750) Glass and other amorphous materials; (160.3820) Magneto-optical 
materials. 
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1. Introduction 
Magneto-optics utilize the Faraday effect, by which the plane of linearly polarized light is 
rotated as the light propagates through a magneto-optical (MO) medium which is exposed to a 
longitudinal magnetic field. The angle of polarization rotation (denoted Faraday angle) is 
proportional to the magnetic field strength, the medium length and the Verdet constant V 
which is a material parameter. By definition, V is positive for diamagnetic and negative for 
paramagnetic or antiferromagnetic materials. Most glasses are weakly diamagnetic [1]. 
However, if strongly paramagnetic ions are incorporated in sufficiently high concentration 
into a weakly diamagnetic matrix, a significant Faraday rotation can be achieved. The 
governing factor in this process is the magnetic susceptibility, χ, of the dopant. The value of χ 
depends strongly on the employed active species and may range from ~101 for typical 
diamagnetic species, to ~103 for transition metal (TM) ions up to ~104 for rare earth (RE) ions 
[2–4]. The effective magnetic moment µeff is usually also smaller for TM than for RE species. 
In a multicomponent medium, the contributions of individual dia- and paramagnetic nuclei 
usually add up. In a first approximation, a linear mixing rule may be assumed for this, where 
V = ndiaVdia + nparaVpara, with the molar fraction ni of para- and diamagnetic species, and the 
Verdet constant Vi of each species. The straightforward approach in the preparation of highly 
paramagnetic glasses is therefore to find a suitable matrix glass in which very high levels of 
paramagnetic species can be incorporated without initiating chemical phase separation. 
However, also strongly nonlinear mixing effects have frequently been observed in the past [5]. 
Compared to the f-shells of RE ions, the d-shells of TM ions are not isolated from their 
environment. Therefore, the electronic properties of a TM ion depend strongly on the ligand 
field. Four types of magnetic coupling may occur in first row TM oxides [6]: (i) direct 
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exchange between incomplete d-shells of nearest neighbors, (ii) spin coupling between inner 
d-electrons and electrons of the conduction band of the host, which, since unpopulated at 
room temperature, can be neglected in glasses, (iii) kinetic coupling of conduction electrons, 
and (iv) the so-called superexchange through an intermediate species. Other effects, such as 
the configurational occupation of degenerated twofold and threefold energy levels of d-
orbitals (high/low spin states) may additionally influence the magnetic and magneto-optical 
properties of TM ions in a solid matrix. In an oxide lattice, superexchange is typically the 
dominant coupling mechanism. For example, the interaction of the d-shells of Mn2+ with the 
p-orbitals of the O2- ligands usually leads to an antiferromagnetic (AFM) behavior. In 
crystalline MnO, this is caused by the antiparallel alignment of spins in the Mn2+-O-Mn2+ 
bridge [7]. Most of the divalent TM compounds show AFM behavior, e.g. MnO, CoO, FeO, 
and NiO [8,9]. 
TM containing glasses have been studied in detail for their magnetic properties [10–15]. 
On the other hand, their magneto-optical (MO) properties remain - qualitatively as well as 
quantitatively - poorly understood and today's MO applications rely solely on RE (Tb3+) 
loaded glasses [16–20]. This may at least partially be related to the difficulty of finding a 
suitable matrix material in which the TM species can be stabilized in the desired valence state, 
coordination number and molar quantity, and which still exhibits a wavelength range with 
sufficient optical transparency for a magneto-optical application. Here, phosphate glasses with 
their typically low optical dispersion, elevated refractive index, high Abbé number, broad 
transmission window provide an interesting alternative. Most importantly, high levels of TM 
oxides can be incorporated into these glasses [21–25]. In addition, with only a few exceptions 
[21,22], most phosphate glasses provide a rather acidic environment in which many 
polyvalent ions can be stabilized in their lower redox states [22,23]. TM-oxide containing 
phosphate glasses exhibit even at high doping levels reasonable luminescence behavior 
without showing the same quenching effects so common in other glass compositions (e.g 
[22,23].). Other studies showed that high levels of TM addition can favorably affect the 
mechanical properties or the corrosion resistance of phosphate glasses [26]. Addition of 
paramagnetic transition metal ions such as Mn2+, Fe2+, or Co2+ is also known to affect the 
magnetic suscibility, antiferromagnetic behavior and magneto-optical properties of the glass 
[8,10,14]. However, while most studies or even applications which utilize magnetic properties 
of glasses do not require high optical transparency, even minor amounts of coloring species 
may have a devastating effect on the magneto-optical performance of the material. To account 
for this and to evaluate and compare different materials, a figure of merit (FOM) has been 
defined as the Faraday rotation relative to the spectral absorption α of the material, FOM = 
V/α. Contrary to RE-based materials in which the active species is usually present in only a 
single valence state, in TM-containing materials, redox pairs such as Mn2+/Mn3+ and Fe2+/Fe3+ 
have to be considered. In order to obtain a material with high FOM and, hence, high 
transparency in the UV-visible spectral range, the redox equilibrium must be shifted 
completely to the divalent state for Mn2+. In the case of iron, only Fe2+ provides notable 
Faraday rotation, but also absorbs strongly between 600 and 1800 nm [6,27]. Careful 
balancing is therefore required between optical absorption and Faraday rotation [7,8]. 
Because Mn2+ exhibits one of the highest theoretical magnetic moments of all ion species 
of the TM group, we focus here on the join of MnPO3-SrPO3 which shows excellent glass 
formation even at very high Mn2+ content. 
2. Experimental 
Glasses of the series MnxSr1-x(PO3)2 with x = 0; 0.01; 0.1; 0.2; 0.4; 0.5; 0.6; 0.8 and 1.0 were 
prepared by melting 50 g batches of the raw materials MnCO3, Sr(H2PO4)2 and NH4H2PO4 in 
an inductively heated furnace. To prevent the oxidation of Mn2+ species, a reducing 
atmosphere was established during melting, using alumina crucibles which were placed within 
SiC-C jackets. As atmospheric oxygen reacts with the crucible jackets to form CO, the 
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ensuing atmosphere in the vicinity of the melt is sufficiently depleted of oxygen to prevent 
oxidation of Mn2+ ions. The raw materials were homogeneously mixed in a tumbling drum 
and fed into the crucible, which was preheated to 700°C for 30 min of initial calcination. The 
temperature was then raised to the fining temperature of 1150°C, where the melt was kept for 
20 min before casting into preheated (450°C) graphite moulds. Annealing lasted for 60 min at 
this temperature before the samples were cooled down to room temperature at a rate of ~2 
K/min. Optical transmission spectra were recorded on 1.5 to 3 mm thick, polished, plane 
parallel sample plates over the range from 200 to 2500 nm with an UV-VIS 
spectrophotometer, equipped with a 150 mm integration sphere (Lambda 950, Perkin Elmer). 
Spectra were corrected for reflection loss, normalized, and deconvoluted into Gaussian 
absorption peaks. The Faraday rotation was also measured on the polished sample plates at 
room temperature (25°C) over the spectral range of 350 to 850 nm and using a magneto-
optical analyzer working at a constant magnetic field strength of 1.5 T (K-250, Jasco). The 
change in the polarization angle was detected with a precision of 0.005°. The magnetic 
properties of the samples with x = 0.5 and x = 1.0 were analyzed on powder specimens which 
were fixed on a non-magnetic polymer sample holder. The temperature dependence of dc and 
ac susceptibilities was determined with a superconducting quantum interference 
magnetometer over the temperature range of 1.8 - 300 K (MPMS-XL, Quantum Design). A 
temperature step-size of 0.1 K was employed in the temperature range of 1.8 - 5 K, 0.5 K for 5 
– 10 K, 1 K for 10 – 50 K, and 10 K for 50 – 300 K using field strengths of 0.0 T as reference 
and of 0.1 T. The data thus obtained were normalized in regard to the sample weight and 
molar mass. 
3. Results and discussion 
The glass network of metaphosphate glasses of the join MnPO3-SrPO3 is based on polymer-
like chains of phosphate tetrahedra with two bridging and two terminal oxide ions, the Q2 
structural units [PO2O2/2]– [22,24,25]. These chains are cross-linked to a higher or lesser 
extent by the modifier cations. Detailed information on the structure of these glasses is 
provided in [22]. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to confirm that the samples are 
amorphous as only a broad undefined glass hump is observed for all glasses of the series. No 
further sharpening of this glass hump is evident for MnO rich samples. 
3.1 Absorption spectroscopy 
With increasing Mn2+ content, the glass samples displayed an increasingly orange tint (Fig. 1). 
This tint is attributed to Mn2+ species which show relatively sharp absorption bands around 
350 and 415 nm. Furthermore, a weaker broad shoulder extends from the second band up to 
550 nm. The assignments of the different bands to electronic d-d transitions of Mn2+ and Mn3+ 
follow the detailed discussion found in [22] for the very same glass system. 
Photoluminescence spectroscopy revealed in the orange to red emission which is typical for 
octahedrally coordinated Mn2+ (while green emission typically indicates tetrahedrally 
coordinated Mn2+) [21–23,28]. This information is the more important, as the electronic 
ground state 6A1(S) for d5 ions is identical for the tetrahedral and octahedral field. Mn2+ ions 
take in an oxide environment the high-spin configuration and due to a lack of excited spin 
sextet terms are all transitions not only Laport forbidden, like all d-d transitions, but 
additionally also spin-forbidden. This explains the very small molar extinction coefficients of 
only ~0.2 Lmol−1cm−1 [21,22]. In comparison, the molar extinction coefficient of the spin 
allowed d4 ion Mn3+ is several orders of magnitude higher: even very small traces of Mn3+ can 
have a strong impact on the absorption spectra and give Mn-doped glasses the typical dark 
violet to blackish color. 
Optical absorption spectroscopy was conducted to quantify the ratio of Mn2+/(Mn2+ + 
Mn3+), as required for the determination of the magneto-optical FOM. The collected UV-VIS 
absorption spectra are shown in Fig. 1(a). For x = 0, the UV absorption edge occurs at a 
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wavelength below 300 nm. With increasing x, the bands at 353 and 414 nm gradually increase 
in intensity for the whole glass series up to x = 1. The shallow orange tail increases 
analogously in intensity, although small differences in the position of the band maximum 
indicate another contribution. That is, the d-d transitions of Mn2+ near 440 nm and 540 nm are 
overlaid by three strong d-d transitions of Mn3+ between 470 and 660 nm. Figure 1(b) shows 
the Gaussian deconvolution of the absorption spectra which reveals the exact peak positions 
of all optical transitions for the sample with x = 1. The spectra are in good agreement with 
those shown in [22] where the ligand field splitting Dq = 845 cm−1 and the Racah 
interelectronic repulsion parameter B = 756 cm−1 confirmed that the coordination of Mn2+ is 
primarily octahedral and that the outer electrons are configured in the high spin state [22]. 
The fraction of Mn3+ was calculated from the intensity of the strongest absorption band 
near 500 nm using the Lambert-Beer law, using an extinction coefficient of 25 Lmol−1cm−1 
[22]. In this way, it was confirmed that the concentration of Mn3+ is indeed very low, i.e. < 
0.1% of the total Mn-content. Its influence on the MO properties and the corresponding FOM 
was therefore ignored in the following discussion. 
 
Fig. 1. (a) UV-VIS optical absorption of MnxSr1-x(PO3)2 glasses normalized to sample 
thickness. (b) Exemplary Gaussian deconvolution of the data for the sample with x = 1, dots 
represent the experimental, lines the fitted spectrum. Labels in (b) indicate the active electronic 
level for each transition; transitions A-D are assigned to residual Mn3+-species. Photographs of 
each sample are displayed above the spectra. 
3.2 Magnetic properties 
The magnetic properties of the glasses were studied as a basis for understanding the MO 
behavior. Susceptibility data for x = 0, 0.5, and 1.0 are plotted in Fig. 2. Paramagnetic 
behavior over the whole temperature range is observed for all Mn-containing samples. Since 
field-cooled and zero-field cooled scans coincide with each other within the temperature range 
of 2 to 10 K and AC measurements did not reveal any frequency dependence of the magnetic 
behavior, spin glass behavior can be excluded for all temperatures above 1.8 K. 
The molar susceptibilities increase with decreasing temperature for x = 0.5 and 1. For x = 
0, the typical diamagnetic behavior is observed with only a weak temperature dependence of 
the susceptibility. While in the high-temperature regime, a somewhat lager χ is found for x = 1 
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as compared to x = 0.5, an equivalence occurs at ~55 K. In the low temperature regime, the 
magnitude of χ is significantly higher for x = 0.5. 
 
Fig. 2. Molar susceptibility as a function of temperature for MnxSr1-x(PO3)2 glasses. The inverse 
molar susceptibility and the graphical determination of the Weiss temperature θW are shown in 
the inset. 
In order to investigate the magnetic interactions between the Mn2+ ions, the inverse 
susceptibility is considered in more detail (inset of Fig. 2). For antiferromagnetic materials, 
the maximum magnetic susceptibility is reached at the Néel temperature TN, the temperature 
above which an antiferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic material becomes paramagnetic. For 
crystalline MnO TN is 116 K [29]. Since pure MnO is antiferromagnetic due to the 
predominance of Mn2+-O-Mn2+ antiferromagnetic interaction, it is assumed that glasses 
exhibit paramagnetic behavior which might have additional antiferromagnetic contributions 
[30]. Relative to a (fictive) crystal of equivalent chemical composition, in disordered systems, 
TN shifts to lower values. Moreover, in the present case, the concentration of Mn2+ is lower 
than in MnO crystals and freezing of randomly oriented magnetic moments should be 
observed therefore at again lower temperatures [7,10,29]. No magnetic transition is apparent 
in the studied glass system as Fig. 2 shows no maximum of the magnetic susceptibility or 
Néel temperature, just as AC and DC measurements exclude spin glass behavior for 
temperatures above 1.8 K. Possibly, the Néel temperature will be found at even lower 
temperatures. Above the Néel temperature, the susceptibility of an antiferromagnetic system 
shows Curie-Weiss paramagnetic behavior. The Curie-Weiss law describes the magnetic 
susceptibility χ of a ferromagnetic material in the paramagnetic region above the Curie 
temperature TC. For temperatures T>> TC, the Weiss temperature θw, which is somewhat 
higher than the Curie point, is used instead of TC: 





=   (1) 










=   (2) 
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where N is the Avogadro number, kB is the Boltzmann constant and µeff the effective magnetic 
moment, which is defined as µeff = 2[S(S + 1)]1/2 µB [7] with the total spin angular momentum 
S and the Bohr magneton µB. In cases of high high-spin d5 complexes such as Mn2+ the ground 
state of should have a magnetic moment close to the spin-only value of ~5.92 µB, since an S-
term carries no angular momentum [7]. The effective magnetic moment in the studied 
samples, estimated by rearranging Eq. (2), yielded values of 5.32µB and 6.22µB, for the 
sample with x = 0.5 and x = 1, respectively. For x = 0.5, µeff is lower than the value for the free 
ion while for x = 1 µeff is somewhat higher. Similar deviations are known from other glass 
systems [10,16]. The value of µeff depends strongly on the spin state and the coordination of 
the TM. For octahedral high spin complexes of Mn2+, the orbital moments in the ligand field 
are effectively quenched, which could have a strong influence on the susceptibility, especially 
in the low temperature regime, and thus explain the higher value of µeff for x = 1 [7]. For x = 
0.5, the influence of Sr2+ ions on the coupling mechanism has to be considered as well, 
especially since a mixed cation effect was previously observed in the SrO-MnO-phosphate 
system [22]. 
At lower temperature, Fig. 2 shows a deviation of the magnetic susceptibility from linear 
behavior. This can be interpreted as a result of short-range order antiferromagnetic 
correlation. The absolute value of the Weiss temperature |θW| provides a measure of the 
magnitude of the magnetic interactions. The values of θW and C were estimated by linear 
extrapolation of the χ−1(T) data to χ−1 = 0 and θW values of −2 K and −26 K were obtained for 
x = 0.5 and x = 1, respectively. The negative Weiss temperature confirms the 
antiferromagnetic behavior. As mentioned before, for the glasses with x = 0.5 and x = 1, AC 
measurements showed no magnetic transitions for temperatures as low as 1.8 K, which is 
lower than one tenth of |θW|. This indicates that the emergence of long-range magnetically 
ordered states is suppressed due to some type of magnetic frustration. 
The strong antiferromagnetic coupling between Mn2+ ions in crystalline MnO has been 
mentioned before. The fact that similar effects are weaker in MnO-containing glasses can be 
explained by the structure of MnO clusters in metaphosphate glasses compared to MnO 
crystals. It has been shown previously by electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy that 
magnetic coupling becomes dominant when the distance between Mn2+ ions falls below ~4 Å 
[23]. Possible configurations of neighboring MnO-octahedra are depicted in Fig. 3. The 
corresponding Mn-Mn distances are slightly higher than 3 Å in edge-sharing MnO octahedra, 
which is reflected in an exchange narrowing of the main EPR resonance at g ~2 [23]. In 
SrMn(PO3)2 glasses, increasing MnO levels cause the formation of MnO clusters built from an 
increasing number of corner-sharing MnO octahedra, for which the Mn-Mn distance never 
falls below 4 Å [22] (for comparison, crystalline MnO comprises edge-sharing MnO 
octahedra with a Mn-Mn-distance of ~3 Å). From this, we conclude that direct interaction 
between neighboring Mn2+ species is not expected to contribute significantly to the magnetic 
and MO behavior of the present material. Assuming a statistical distribution of Mn2+ ions in 
the glassy matrix, the distances between the ions would result directly from their volumetric 
concentration. Then, volumetric concentrations of Mn2+ of ~4.63∙1021 cm−3 for x = 0.5 and 
~8.61∙1021 cm−3 for x = 1, result in Mn-Mn distances of ~6.0 Å and ~4.9 Å, respectively. 
Noteworthy, however, the Mn2+ distribution is not simply statistical. That is, in metaphosphate 
glasses clusters of corner-sharing MnO octahedra may form already at low dopant 
concentration [22]. 
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the structure of manganese metaphosphate (a) and individual clusters of 
MnO6 octahedra (b, from top to bottom: corner-sharing, edge-sharing, face-sharing). 
3.3 Magneto-optical quenching 
Figure 4 displays the obtained Verdet constant as a function of wavelength for x = 0, 0.5 and 
1.0. The value of V follows a quadratic decay function. For the un-doped matrix glass of 
Sr(PO3)2, V = 7.4 rad T−1 m−1 at a wavelength of 500 nm. With increasing Mn2+ content, the 
paramagnetic contribution increases and the overall Faraday rotation decreases to a value of V 
= 6.05 rad T−1 m−1 at 500 nm for x = 1. The individual paramagnetic contribution can be 
estimated by subtracting the diamagnetic baseline of x = 0 from the data obtained for higher x. 
For x = 1 the paramagnetic contribution Vpara is about −3.6 rad T−1 m−1 to −0.03 rad T−1 m−1 in 
the wavelength range between 350 to 850 nm. For comparison, commercial Tb3+-based 
phosphate glasses exhibit a V value of up to −93 rad T−1 m−1 (room-temperature, 500 nm 
[31]). For x = 0.5, a somewhat higher positive FOM is achieved compared to x = 1 since the 
optical transmission of this glass is higher although the paramagnetic contribution is lower. 
A simple assumption for the value of V at lower temperatures can be derived from the 
measurements of the low-temperature magnetic behavior, since the paramagnetic Verdet 
constant is proportional to χ, connected through a material constant [19]. Given the fact that 
the susceptibility values increase from room temperature to lower temperatures by a factor of 
10 (at a temperature of ~5 K), similar behavior may be expected for the paramagnetic 
contribution to the overall Faraday rotation. According to van Vleck and Hebb [32],  the value 
of V depends also on the electronic transition probability and the transition wavelength λt. 
Plotting the inverse Verdet constant over λ2 gives rise to an almost linear relation between the 
two quantities (Fig. 5). This plot describes the paramagnetic rotation, with the assumption that 
the Faraday rotation is derived from only one electronic transition at λt. In this case, λt reflects 
the weighted average of all actual transition wavelengths. The relative strength and proximity 
of the transitions are neglected. The value is easy to obtain when one transition is dominant. If 
several transitions are involved in the Faraday effect, this value can serve as an indicator of 
the spectral region in which the transition is located [20]. The apparent transition wavelength 
can be derived from the slope and horizontal intercept of the Van Vleck plot. For the studied 
glasses, a shift to higher wavelengths is observed, i.e., from ~250 nm for x = 0.5 to ~330 nm 
for x = 1. This is in agreement with the stronger paramagnetic effect for x = 1 at room 
temperature as this sample shows the stronger increase in the slope plotted in Fig. 5. For the 
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present glass, λt and all transition wavelengths lie below the UV edge and will not be 
discussed further. However, quenching of V is related to the already discussed superexchange 
mechanism. As the contribution of the magnetic moment for high spin states of octahedral 
Mn2+ (ground state 6A1g) is quenched, very different susceptibility and rotation behaviors are 
observed for the samples with x = 0 and x = 1. 
 
Fig. 4. Verdet constant of MnxSr1-x(PO3)2 glasses for x = 0, 0.5 and 1.0 as obtained at room 
temperature and corresponding FOM. The inset depicts the linear fit of V at a wavelength of 
500 nm to the molar content of Mn2+ in comparison to vitreous SiO2 [20]. 
For Mn2+ (d5) high spin complexes, the magnetic moment does not manifest since the 
ground state in both octahedral and tetrahedral coordination constitutes an Ag-and no Tg-term, 
but only Tg – terms yield a net magnetic contribution [33]. On the other hand, for low spin 
octahedral complexes, participation of the effective magnetic moment in the Faraday rotation 
could indeed occur since these complexes have a 3T2g ground state. Consequently, higher 
values of V could develop in the presence of a very strong ligand field and, hence, high 
Δ0/10Dq. Therefore, other glass compositions with high Mn2+ concentration could be 
considered to improve the rotation characteristics. 
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Fig. 5. Inverse Verdet constant as a function of the squared transition wavelength (van Vleck - 
plot, data obtained at room temperature).  
4. Conclusions 
In summary, metaphosphate glasses along the join MnxSr1-x(PO3)2 with x = 0...1. Mn2+ were 
investigated for their magnetic and magneto-optical properties. In these glasses, the matrix is 
dominated by Q2 phosphate groups. Mn2+ species are present in octahedral coordination with a 
statistical interionic distance of about 5 - 6 Å, though cluster formation may occur even for 
low MnO levels and result in effective distances of only ~4 Å. The magnetic interactions 
between Mn2+ ions are antiferromagnetic, as revealed by a negative Weiss temperature. The 
magnitude of Faraday rotation was shown to depend strongly on superexchange interaction 
through Mn2+-O-Mn2+ bridges. In addition, the magneto-optical properties are strongly 
quenched due to a non-magnetic ground state (Ag – term) and spin forbidden transitions. For 
these reasons, the overall paramagnetic contribution of Mn2+ remains small as compared to the 
diamagnetic rotation of the phosphatic matrix itself. Comparing the magnetic properties with 
the magneto-optical properties lets us expect a significantly stronger paramagnetic rotation at 
temperatures below 50 K. On the other hand, heavily Mn2+-loaded glasses could be also 
designed as zero-rotation materials. 
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